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The Magical Oraphim Cosmic Dolphin along with the 
Aquafarian Realm of Perfect Reality have prepared a 
Magical Portal to realign our Consciousness and bring us 
back into the Reality we came from. These are the perfect 
Frequencies of Consciousness - unfallen, forever perfect.

It was the Magic Cetacean - who remained perfect during 
the millions of years of fallen races. The Dolphins have 
always used the Frequency Specific Ultra Violet Blue part 
of their brain and never the limited Neo Cortex as 
humans do.
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contains songs that were sung directly from the 
Consciousness of the Cosmic Dolphins- Oraphim 
Braharama Cetaceans in the 14th Dimension and the Pre 
Sound 16th Dimension.

There was absolutely no songwriting, composing, 
technology tricks involved. This was directly from their 
consciousness, into my frequency specific midbrain and 
out my mouth.

Many of the words on this album can't be understood 
because it was a direct transmission from the Cosmic 
Realm. These words come first as frequencies and then 
are translated or not translated as they are coming 
through.

This one was completely translated, and revealed a great 
unknown Cosmic Reality to us descendents of the 
Oraphim who are standing on Earth at this time. Our 
consciousness is all woven together through these 
rainbows of light, which are cosmic or gamma waves that 
go through atomic mirrors and spin through our cells and 
reactivate our consciousness to receive messages from our 
Over Soul Families and Cosmic Selves. We were all born 
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from the Stars and the Suns of our True Galaxy - the 
Aquarius Galaxy.

DANCING WITH DOLPHINS

Electric Wave Sending

Magnetic to Bring

Rainbows connecting our spheres as we spin

dancing with Dolphins our Universe Spins

Exhaling the sounds, dewdrops sit sparkling, crystal light 
rainbows unite colors beyond our spectrum of light

To tell us we've expanded our Time beyond sight

Where we dance with Oraphim dolphins, our family our 
home. Our place beyond the sun. The magic we live in

The Light that Expands until our matrixes blend

And we return home to the light that we live wtihin, as 
we dance with the Dolphins.

Embracing our light

Dancing above rainbows

Embracing our Light Currents flow as we Beam Rainbows 
with our Falmes

Violet Blue, Turqoise Streams
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Dancing on the golden Waves

Floating above standing liquid light we float

As we sing Rhythms of Love, Liquid Light

Violet Waves into Rainbows Perfumes Violet Flames

Streaming Sounds Never Heard on Earth before

Our Wave Patterns Unite harmonics womb

Where dolphins dance where the world can expand

to the matrix we lived long ago

Oraphim Angels Orcas we dance

Dolphins Whales sending sounds through the waves

As we dance on the Waves of Lunar Sounds

Traveling to Stars far beyond

Our Rainbow energy Blinks and connects one more sound 
of light

That weaves through the Light

to create a melody

Embracing our Earth into one Solar Sphere of Love

Golden Orb

Frequencies breathing light into sound

Our violin plays exhaling love to rebirth our planet on a 
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star is born

Ascending above time

Is our Way or Purging to Break Magnetic Cords with our 
Rainbows

Electric Wave Sending

Magnetic to Bring

Rainbows connecting our spheres as we spin

dancing with Dolphins our Universe Spins

Exhaling the sounds, dewdrops sit sparkling, crystal light 
rainbows unite colors beyond our spectrum of light

To tell us we've expanded our Time beyond sight

Where we dance with Oraphim dolphins, our family our 
home. Our place beyond the sun. The magic we live in

The Light that Expands until our matrixes blend

And we return home to the light that we live wtihin, as 
we dance with the Dolphins.

Embracing our light

DOLPHIN MAGIC

The music of the spheres can never be disconnected from 
an individual’s temple (the light body that has been 
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transformed into this dimensional density) ..... read more

Oraphim Dolphins and Whales originated in Aquafaria 
and work closely with the Ashtar Command in locating 
and removing mine fields that are planted by Dark Forces 
into the grids of the Earth. They use their sonar to locate 
these destructive fields and the Ashtar Command assists 
in eliminating them and replacing these energy fields 
with harmonic convergence codes and tones and keys that 
realign the light fields into balance and harmony.

Listen to the Sun

The Sun has a song, a harmony and a frequency of the 
Cosmic Level of the inifinite energy and wisdom to keep 
the continuous cycle of creativity and growth of the Solar 
System in balance.

Magic Energy

Everything is made of music, the light and sound of the 
universe. The alchemistry of magic is what uses the 
streams of light and sound to create new forms and new 
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realities.

Cosmic Butterfly

For millions of years the Earth has had rod of energy that 
has been

Cycling energy inward. This was caused by a distortion in 
the system where light energy was turning away from 
Source instead of streaming toward Source. That 
distortion is now removed from the Earths Rod and Staff 
and the stream of energy running through and out of the 
Earth’s Core is returned to it’s etheric crystal stream that 
cycles upward and outward like a butterfly flying out to 
the Cosmos and connecting with all of the energies of the 
Suns and Planets, and Universes into a huge cosmic 
butterfly.

Dolphin Homecoming

These songs on this album are all channeled from 
Aquafaria, the home of my Oraphim Dolphin family. 
Dolphin Homecoming was a song that channeled the 
frequencies and feelings from my family expressing how 
much they missed me over the past eons and how excited 
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they are that I will be returning home soon. There were 
many tears pouring forth as this song was channeled 
expressing how long they have waited for this time to 
come.

Dolphin Love

The love of these magnificent entities can only be 
described in the frequencies felt in this song. The love of 
the Oraphim Dolphins was so great for the universe that 
they gave their children to be on the Earth at this time to 
restore this planet into its harmonic position I the 
universe.
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music

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-2

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-3

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-4

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/cdbaby-mp3-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/all-our-cd-baby-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-cds-on-amazon

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/vortex-of-manifestation

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/healing-music

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE - MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2fRKjKADOo&index=
1&list=PLl8_82lpsRHGG2ougaV0KFwoh2mcAdGm3&t=
0s

https://youtu.be/o2fRKjKADOo

ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/eternal-life-album
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